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Abstract:
Legal Context:
Distinct regulatory frameworks for virtual currencies are taking shape in the United States and
other key markets. Contemporaneously, litigation testing regulators’ jurisdictional assertions and
private plaintiffs’ standing is making its way through United States and foreign courts. Potentially
incompatible regulatory and legal approaches to virtual currencies across key markets may have
enormous implications for the development of virtual currency markets.
Key Points:
•

As of July 2018, regulatory, enforcement, and private litigation developments have
followed a different path in the United States than in other major jurisdictions around the
world. Whereas the United States has attempted to regulate virtual currencies by applying
longstanding commodity, securities, and anti-money laundering frameworks, other major
jurisdictions have taken very different approaches.

•

Starting in late 2017, United States regulators began focusing substantial regulatory
attention to virtual currency oversight, resulting in a veritable explosion of regulatory
guidance, enforcement actions and class action filings.
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•

This trend only accelerated further in early 2018. The first three months of 2018 featured
more U.S. virtual currency regulatory guidance, enforcement actions, and private action
filings than all of 2017.

•

In total, NERA has identified 71 U.S. enforcement actions and 38 private civil actions
related to virtual currency, including 29 putative class actions. 2018 accounts for an
outright majority of all virtual currency enforcement actions, private civil actions, and
putative class actions.

•

An outright majority of U.S. private actions filed in matters connected to virtual currencies
have been securities class actions, and as a result the issues raised have frequently included
familiar artificial price and Rule 10b-5 stock-drop elements.

•

The unique features of virtual currency and related digital assets like smart contracts raise
distinct questions that need to be answered in many matters.

•

As of July 2, 2018, virtual currencies are collectively valued at nearly $300 billion,
following a decline from over $600 billion in December 2017.

Practical Significance:
Depending on how United States courts respond to enforcement actions and private litigation,
virtual currency markets may face a wide range of compliance expectations and costs of doing
business, with potentially significant implications for further financial technology innovation
involving distributed ledger technology. If other key markets’ regulators adopt incompatible or
burdensome compliance regimes, virtual currency market fragmentation may result, and certain
markets may push virtual currencies underground.

1.

Introduction

2017 saw an avalanche of regulatory guidance, enforcement actions and class action filings
related to virtual currency. This development of a regulatory framework and establishment of
enforcement and private litigation trends for virtual currency coincided with a dramatic increase
in virtual currency market capitalizations and a wave of initial coin offerings that occurred eight
years after the creation of Bitcoin first brought the concept of virtual currency to broad public
awareness. As of March 26, 2018, virtual currencies are collectively valued at over $300 billion.
Although virtual currency market capitalizations have fallen by nearly 50% from their peak in
December 2017, regulatory guidance and legal actions have only accelerated since then: the first
three months of 2018 featured more virtual currency regulatory guidance, enforcement actions,
and private action filings than all of 2017. In total, NERA has identified 46 enforcement actions
and 25 private action filings related to virtual currency, with 2018 currently on pace to account
for an outright majority of all virtual currency enforcement actions and putative securities class
actions.
An outright majority of private actions filed in matters connected to virtual currencies have been
securities class actions, and as a result the issues raised have frequently included familiar
artificial price and Rule 10b-5 stock-drop elements. However, the unique features of virtual
currency and related digital assets like smart contracts create additional distinct questions that
need to be answered in many matters.
This article is designed as a primer that introduces readers to the concept and practice of virtual
currency and the blockchain. It updates and expands upon a previous study of trends in virtual
currency regulation and litigation, 3 incorporating the global regulatory frameworks, recent
enforcement actions defining the direction in the U.S. markets, and emerging trends in U.S.
private virtual currency litigation, particularly securities class actions.
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2.

Background

Virtual Currencies and Cryptocurrencies
A virtual currency is a digital token “representation of value that functions as a medium of
exchange, a unit of account, and/or a store of value,” but “does not have legal tender status.” 4 If
the virtual currency can be readily expressed in or substituted for recognized currencies, 5 it is
called a convertible virtual currency. 6 Convertible virtual currencies have had volatile total market
capitalizations, rising to over $600 billion on December 18, 2017 and falling to $268 billion as of
July 2, 2018. 7 These market capitalizations suggest markets have recently considered convertible
virtual currencies collectively at least as valuable as Wells Fargo. 8 Chart 1 below shows the market
capitalization of convertible virtual currencies as of February 8, 2018.
Chart 1
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Notes and Sources: Data from Coinmarketcap.com, as of July 2, 2018.
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The most prominent subset of convertible virtual currencies, as of February 2018, called
cryptocurrencies, utilizes “cryptographic proof” rather than trusted third parties such as financial
intermediaries, as a basis for electronic payments in the virtual currency. 9 Bitcoin, the largest
convertible virtual currency by market capitalization as of February 2018, 10 is an example of a
cryptocurrency that utilizes cryptography and unique digital signatures to allow for decentralized,
peer-to-peer electronic payments. 11
Although virtual currencies existed prior to Bitcoin, 12 Bitcoin’s introduction in 2009 changed the
paradigm for convertible virtual currencies by establishing a robust decentralized architecture for
cryptocurrency peer-to-peer payments. This architecture includes public and private keys, the
blockchain ledger, and open-source software facilitating the use of decentralized networks of
computers, called “miners,” to solve complex mathematical algorithms in order to validate and log
peer-to-peer transactions on the blockchain ledger. 13

Blockchain
Distributed ledger technology, better known as blockchain, generally consists of an open,
decentralized ledger that allows each party on the blockchain access to the entire database and
provides no party with complete control of the data. Generally this decentralization means a “node”
system is used whereby multiple nodes can be used to engage in transactions, and records of those
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transactions are then forwarded to all other nodes. In order to prevent “double spending,” 14 a major
concern with virtual currencies, each transaction recorded in the ledger is made unalterable via
complex algorithms that ensure each transaction is mathematically linked to every previous
transaction. Consequently, an adjustment made to one transaction would require the recalculation
of all subsequent transactions, a computationally prohibitive requirement that should, in principle,
ensure that all recorded transactions are permanent and inviolable. 15

Virtual Currency Exchanges
In order to purchase units of convertible virtual currencies using legal tender, or to convert units
of a convertible virtual currency into legal tender (or units of other convertible virtual currencies
that could in turn be converted into legal tender), users transact with a financial institution known
as a virtual currency exchange (or cryptocurrency exchange). 16 Virtual currency exchanges have
come under increasing regulatory scrutiny as the entry/exit points from cryptocurrencies whose
transaction histories are usually largely anonymous. Consequently, financial regulators, such as
the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) and the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (“CFTC”), Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering (“BSA/AML”) authorities
like the U.S. Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (“FinCEN”), tax authorities like the Internal
Revenue Service (“IRS”), and economic and trade sanctions authorities like the Office of Foreign
Assets Control (“OFAC”) have all increasingly focused on virtual currency exchanges as the points
on cryptocurrency networks that are most amenable to regulation and scrutiny, investigations, and
enforcement actions or collections efforts. 17 The IRS issued guidance in 2014 stating that
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convertible virtual currency is “for federal tax purposes, [] treated as property,” 18 but has yet to
issue further substantive guidance.

Initial Coin Offerings
In recent years, a substantial number of new virtual currencies have been sold via initial coin
offerings (“ICOs”), also called token sales. ICOs typically involve the sale of digital tokens to the
public in order to raise capital for projects. The projects intended to be capitalized via ICOs are
commonly connected to the new virtual currency, such as the development of a blockchain or open
source software to support a network on which the digital tokens can be used, or the creation of a
service that is intended to use the virtual currency as an access tool. 19
According to a December 2017 NERA Economic Consulting report on ICOs (the “NERA ICO
Report”), ICOs raised more than $2 billion from January through August of 2017 and commonly
involved the sale of digital tokens prior to the creation of the underlying services. 20 The NERA
ICO Report concluded that ICOs might attract the attention of regulators and private litigants due
to the conjunction of large quantities of capital raised via ICOs, negative returns on the median
ICO token, and claims that some ICOs have been promoted using white papers that downplay the
risks involved. 21

Smart Contracts and Decentralized Autonomous Organizations
Smart contracts have been defined as programs or systems that automatically move, assign, or
transact in digital assets according to pre-specified rules that are enforced by a peer network. 22
Many recent smart contract projects are connected to a peer network through distributed ledger
technology, and some have attempted to create long-term projects called decentralized
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autonomous organizations (sometimes called “virtual organizations”) that have some analogous
features to funds or companies. For example, one white paper for a smart contract project on the
Ethereum blockchain described a decentralized autonomous organization as
[A] virtual entity that has a certain set of members or shareholders which, perhaps
with a 67% majority, have the right to spend the entity’s funds and modify its
code. The members would collectively decide on how the organization should
allocate its funds. […] This essentially replicates the legal trappings of a
traditional company or non-profit but using only cryptographic blockchain
technology for enforcement. 23
One prominent example of a decentralized autonomous organization was The DAO, which was
created with the stated intent to create a lasting smart contract on the Ethereum blockchain that
would formalize, automate, and enforce contract terms through software. 24 The DAO raised funds
from investors in 2016 in exchange for DAO Tokens, but an attacker exploited a vulnerability in
The DAO’s code to take control of approximately one-third of the Ethereum tokens invested in
The DAO. 25 In order to make investors whole, the group behind The DAO endorsed a “hard fork”
on the Ethereum blockchain, allowing those investors who switched to the new version of the
blockchain to exchange their DAO Tokens for Ethereum tokens. 26

3.

Contrasting Global Regulatory Approaches

Overview
As convertible virtual currencies have only recently become widespread, most regulators and
supervisory authorities around the globe are still developing regulatory frameworks for virtual
currencies. Many of these international virtual currency regulatory frameworks are inconsistent
and even mutually incompatible, raising the specter of potential market fragmentation. Because
there are nuanced differences between the regulatory frameworks of almost all countries, this
section will cover regulatory developments in a curated sample of major jurisdictions outside of
the United States (“U.S.”): The United Kingdom, Japan, South Korea, and China.
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Table 1
Virtual Currency Regulatory Frameworks in Select Countries
Jurisdiction

Tax Framework

Anti-Money
Laundering
Framework

Securities &
Commodities
Framework

United Kingdom

Virtual currencies are
covered by corporation,
income, and capital gains
taxes, but not VAT.

Government moving to
require AML reporting by
virtual currency
exchanges. Under EUwide reforms, AML rules
will apply to virtual
currency exchanges,
platforms, and wallet
services.

Virtual currencies are not
considered securities or
commodities, but virtual
currency derivatives are
considered financial
instruments under MiFID
II.

Japan

Consumption taxes on
transfers of
cryptocurrency were
abolished as of 1 July
2017, but capital gains in
virtual currency are
taxable.

Virtual currency
exchanges must register
and follow AML
requirements like Know
Your Customer and
suspicious transaction
reporting.

Virtual currencies are
considered means of
payment and not financial
products, so exchangelisted virtual currency
derivatives are prohibited.
platforms must register,
meet capital requirements,
and follow Japan’s means
of payment regulations.

South Korea

Capital gains on virtual
currency are taxed at
24.2%.

Know Your Customer
rules require that virtual
currency trading be tied to
bank accounts with
investors’ real names.
Banks are required to
follow AML policies with
respect to those accounts.

ICOs, margin trading in
virtual currency, and
virtual currency futures
were banned in 2017. In
2018, South Korea moved
toward removing the ban
on domestic ICOs.

China

N/A

China has effectively
banned financial
institutions from
intermediating virtual
currency transactions.

China has banned
fundraising through ICOs,
warned banks not to
conduct virtual currency
transactions, and
effectively banned private
provision of virtual
currency services.

The United Kingdom
On 3 March 2014, The United Kingdom’s HM Revenue and Customs released a policy paper
that broadly labeled profits and losses on virtual currencies as subject to the corporation tax,
income tax, and capital gains tax, but generally not subject to the value-added tax (“VAT”). 27 In
March 2015, the United Kingdom’s Treasury announced that “the government intends to apply
anti-money laundering regulation to digital currency exchanges, to support innovation and
prevent criminal use.” 28 On 15 December 2017, the European Commission published a fact sheet
on its updated Anti-Money Laundering directive that extended anti-money laundering and
counter terrorism financing rules to virtual currency exchanges, platforms, and wallet services. 29
On 6 April 2018, the Financial Conduct Authority announced that while cryptocurrencies are not
independently regulated and are not considered “currencies or commodities for regulatory
purposes,” cryptocurrency derivatives like futures, options, and contracts for differences are
“capable of being financial instruments under the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive
II.” 30

Japan
On 25 May 2016, Japan passed the Crypto Currency Act, which classified virtual currency as a
means of payment and required virtual currency exchange businesses to register, meet capital
requirements, follow Know Your Customer rules, report suspicious transactions, submit to
periodic audits, separate customer funds from firm funds, and follow Japan’s rules for means of
payment and settlement. The law went into effect on 1 April 2017. 31 Because Japan has
classified virtual currencies as means of payment and not financial products such as securities,
Japan does not allow domestic, exchange-listed virtual currency derivatives. 32 However,
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according to an analysis by Greenberg Traurig LLP, contracts for differences may be permitted
in some circumstances. 33
At least sixteen virtual currency exchanges were registered with Japan’s Financial Services
Agency as of 7 March 2018, and Japanese authorities have issued public warnings to exchanges
who had yet to register and comply with the Crypto Currency Act. 34 In addition, Japanese
regulators issued multiple punishment notices to exchanges for inadequate controls following a
$530 million theft of virtual currency from the Coincheck virtual currency exchange. 35
Consumption taxes on transfers of virtual currency were abolished in 2017. 36 However, capital
gains on virtual currencies are taxable in Japan. 37 As of July 5, 2018, approximately 59% of
Bitcoin transaction volume was attributed to Japanese Yen. 38

South Korea
In September 2017, South Korea’s Financial Services Commission banned ICOs as a fundraising
tool and banned margin trading in virtual currencies. 39 On 6 December 2017, South Korea’s
Financial Services Commission followed up on the ICO ban with a new ban on the trading of
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virtual currency futures arising from South Korea’s lack of recognition of virtual currency as a
security, commodity, or financial interest that could serve as a futures contract’s underlying
asset. 40 However, on 8 March 2018, reports emerged that South Korean regulators were
preparing to allow ICOs subject to upcoming regulations, 41 and in May 2018 South Korea’s
National Assembly officially proposed to allow domestic ICOs. 42
In January 2018, South Korean regulators announced Know Your Customer requirements for
virtual currency trading and associated bank accounts, effectively subjecting virtual currency
trading to anti-money laundering compliance requirements. 43 South Korea’s government
announced it would collect taxes on virtual currency capital gains at a 24.2% tax rate at
approximately the same time it imposed the Know Your Customer requirements. 44

China
In 2013, China barred financial institutions from using Bitcoin. 45 In March and April 2014, the
People’s Bank of China warned banks that continued to provide financial services to virtual
currency entities to cease and desist, effectively cutting virtual currencies off from domestic
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Chinese financial institutions. 46 In September 2017, China banned fundraising through ICOs. 47
In effect, China has banned domestic private sector virtual currency firms, pushing Chinese
virtual currency investors to use offshore financial services and virtual currency platforms.
However, virtual currency mining remains substantial in China—as much as 70% of Bitcoin
mining occurs in China—despite China’s efforts to suppress domestic virtual currency financial
services. 48

International Contrasts
Many of these regulatory frameworks appear to contrast with each other, and some appear
internally inconsistent. China and South Korea offer noteworthy examples of apparent internal
contradictions:
•

China remains a dominant player in virtual currency mining while suppressing domestic
virtual currency financial services.

•

South Korea’s prohibition on virtual currency futures results from its failure to recognize
virtual currency as a security, commodity, or other financial interest, but South Korea’s
move toward legalizing ICOs would appear to mark a recognition that virtual currencies
can represent financial interests or instruments.

With respect to differences between different jurisdictions’ regulatory frameworks, noteworthy
examples include:
•

Japan’s and South Korea’s prohibitions on domestic trading of virtual currency futures
appear to fragment those markets from others that allow virtual currency derivatives in
regulated markets, such as the United Kingdom.

•

While the United Kingdom, Japan, and South Korea have all moved to integrate virtual
currency services with their financial sectors and apply Know Your Customer and/or
anti-money laundering requirements, China has effectively banned its domestic financial
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institutions from providing financial services to virtual currency platforms. In effect,
China has prevented the application of Know Your Customer and anti-money laundering
rules to virtual currency markets through the traditional financial institution channels
used in most other markets.
As will be explored throughout this article, these and other international jurisdictions offer
substantial contrasts and even contradictions with the developing U.S. regulatory framework for
virtual currencies.

4.

The Developing United States Regulatory Framework

United States Regulatory Overview
As of July 2018, the U.S. regulatory framework for virtual currencies has taken shape. Several
prominent federal regulators have articulated particular regulatory frameworks or issued
substantial relevant guidance, and several states have promulgated rules, guidance, or consistent
patterns of enforcement actions that are illustrative of the short- to medium-term shape of
regulatory trends for virtual currencies.
Federal and state laws do not currently provide for consolidated, comprehensive oversight of
virtual currency markets by a single regulator. However, multiple regulators are increasingly
coordinating to provide a “multifaceted, multi-regulatory” approach to virtual currency markets: 49
•
•

•

•
•
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FinCEN oversees BSA/AML compliance for money transmitters and
exchangers of virtual currencies for fiat currency or other virtual currencies.
FinCEN generally treats virtual currencies as equivalent to transfers of cash or
cash equivalents for reporting purposes.
The IRS treats virtual currencies as property for capital gains tax purposes.
OFAC treats transactions in virtual currencies issued by sanctioned regimes as
potential extensions of credit to sanctioned regimes.

Commodity Futures Trading Commission, “CFTC Backgrounder on Oversight of and Approach to Virtual Currency Futures
Markets,” January 4, 2018, pp. 1-2, available at
http://www.cftc.gov/idc/groups/public/@newsroom/documents/file/backgrounder_virtualcurrency01.pdf, accessed on March
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•

State banking and financial regulators oversee some virtual currency spot
exchanges through state laws governing money transfers.

There are some similarities to the international approaches examined in the previous
section. The U.S. BSA/AML framework’s application to virtual currencies and the
application of Know Your Customer and other AML requirements to virtual currency
financial services in the United Kingdom, Japan, and South Korea share many common
features, for example. However, there are substantial contrasts as well: U.S. regulators
consider virtual currencies commodities and in many cases also securities, whereas the
United Kingdom, Japan, and South Korea have not classified virtual currencies as financial
products subject to traditional regulatory frameworks. The United Kingdom’s decision to
classify virtual currency derivatives as financial instruments, but not the underlying virtual
currencies themselves, represents a nuanced distinction from the U.S. regulatory approach.
As shown in Chart 2 below, several U.S. regulators have promulgated virtual currency guidance,
customer or investor alerts, interpretations with respect to existing regulations, or new rulemakings
since 2013. Until 2017, most regulatory publications with respect to virtual currencies came from
FinCEN, the IRS, or state regulators such as the New York Department of Financial Services
(“NYDFS”). 50 This dynamic changed in the second half of 2017, as the CFTC and SEC began
publishing a substantial number of documents on virtual currencies, followed soon after by their
respective self-regulatory organizations (“SROs”), the National Futures Association (“NFA”) and
the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”). Approximately two-thirds of all
substantive regulatory publications on virtual currency have been published since the second half
of 2017.
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Chart 2
U.S. Regulatory Guidance Publications by Agency
H1 2013 through H1 2018, Semi-annually
Number of Regulatory Guidance Publications per Half Year
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Securities and Exchange Commission
The SEC and its leadership have stated that most or all virtual currencies offered in ICOs as of
early 2018 have been securities in practice, 51 although they have recognized that it is in principle
possible for a virtual currency to not be considered a security based on a facts and circumstances
test. While the SEC did initiate several enforcement actions in matters related to virtual currencies
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See, for example, “When investors are offered and sold securities—which to date ICOs have largely been—they are entitled
to the benefits of state and federal securities laws[.]” SEC Chairman Jay Clayton, “Chairman’s Testimony on Virtual
Currencies: the Roles of the SEC and CFTC,” February 6, 2018, available at
https://www.sec.gov/news/testimony/testimony-virtual-currencies-oversight-role-us-securities-and-exchange-commission,
accessed on March 9, 2018.

before it published official guidance and interpretations in 2017, those pre-2017 virtual currencyrelated enforcement actions did not explicitly rely on the conclusions that virtual currencies were
securities, that entities issuing virtual currencies were securities issuers, or that platforms
facilitating transactions in virtual currencies were exchanges. The pre-2017 SEC enforcement
actions are described in more detail in Section III.
The SEC first defined its perspective on virtual currencies as likely securities in its July 25, 2017
Report of Investigation Pursuant to Section 21(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934: The
DAO (“DAO Report”). In this report, the SEC opined that U.S. securities laws were applicable to
“virtual organizations or capital raising entities that use distributed ledger or blockchain
technology to facilitate capital raising and/or investment and the related offer and sale of securities,”
and that “the automation of certain functions through this technology, ‘smart contracts,’ or
computer code, does not remove conduct from the purview of U.S. federal securities laws.” 52
The DAO Report described the SEC’s investigation of The DAO, a “decentralized autonomous
organization […] embodied in computer code and executed on a distributed ledger or blockchain”
that the SEC concluded was created “with the objective of operating as a for-profit entity that
would create and hold a corpus of assets through the sale of DAO Tokens to investors.” 53
According to the DAO Report, investors in DAO Tokens could re-sell DAO Tokens on secondary
trading platforms or hold on to DAO Tokens in expectation of sharing in anticipated earnings of
the assets and projects of The DAO. 54
The DAO Report explained the SEC’s reasoning as follows: DAO Tokens are securities because
the Howey test suggests as much, given that investors in DAO Tokens invested money 55 with a
reasonable expectation of profit derived from the managerial efforts of the team behind The
DAO. 56 The SEC concluded more broadly that The DAO was an issuer of securities and should
have registered its offers and sales of securities unless an exemption applied; online platforms that
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traded DAO Tokens met the definition of an exchange and thus either had to register or operate
pursuant to an exemption from registration; and entities and issuers with similar facts and
circumstances to The DAO and DAO Token platforms would likewise have to register or operate
pursuant to an exemption. 57
The SEC followed the DAO Report with an August 28, 2017 Investor Alert entitled “Public
Companies Making ICO-Related Claims,” which notified investors that the SEC had recently
suspended trading in the common stock of several companies that “made claims regarding their
investments in ICOs or touted coin/token related news” in response to concerns such as “a lack of
current, accurate, or adequate information about the company,” “questions about the accuracy of
publicly available information,” or “questions about trading in the stock.” 58 Although these
suspensions of trading in common stock did not explicitly rely on the conclusion that virtual
currencies were securities, they signaled the SEC’s increasing scrutiny of virtual currency issuers.
These suspensions are described in more detail in Section III.
The SEC thereafter issued a November 1, 2017 statement that warned investors to be cautious of
celebrity-backed ICOs. Notably, the SEC directed investors and virtual currency market
participants to review the SEC’s DAO Report and stated that “virtual tokens or coins sold in ICOs
may be securities, and those who offer and sell securities in the United States must comply with
the federal securities laws.” 59
The following week, SEC Chairman Jay Clayton gave remarks at the PLI 49th Annual Institute on
Securities Regulation in New York that called out virtual currencies and ICOs as a source of
concern. After noting that there was “a lack of information about many online platforms that list
and trade virtual coins or tokens offered and sold in Initial Coin Offerings,” Chairman Clayton
restated the SEC’s position that “instruments, such as ‘tokens,’ offered and sold in ICOs may be
securities, and those who offer and sell securities in the United States must comply with the federal
securities laws” including registration requirements. 60
On December 11, 2017, Chairman Clayton issued a Statement on Cryptocurrencies and Initial
Coin Offerings that he “directed principally to two groups: ‘Main Street’ investors and market
professionals [such as] broker-dealers, investment advisers, exchanges, lawyers and accountants
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[] whose actions impact Main street investors.” 61 Chairman Clayton opined that “any [ICO]
activity that involves an offering of securities must be accompanied by the important disclosures,
processes and other investor protections that our securities laws require.” 62 In addition, he stated
that “tokens and offerings that incorporate features and marketing efforts that emphasize the
potential for profits based on the entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of others continue to contain
the hallmarks of a security under U.S. law,” and advised financial market professionals, “including
securities lawyers, accountant and consultants” to keep that in mind. 63 Chairman Clayton also
warned “brokers, dealers and other market participants that allow for payments in cryptocurrencies,
allow customers to purchase cryptocurrencies on margin, or otherwise use cryptocurrencies” to
treat payments in cryptocurrencies as though they were payments in cash and ensure that “their
cryptocurrency activities are not undermining their anti-money laundering and know-yourcustomer obligations.” 64
Chairman Clayton’s statement was followed a month later by a brief joint statement from the SEC
and CFTC enforcement directors regarding virtual currency enforcement actions. The January 19,
2018 joint statement emphasized that both agencies would focus on the “substance” of virtual
currency activities rather than the “form” of such activities:
When market participants engage in fraud under the guise of offering digital
instruments – whether characterized as virtual currencies, coins, tokens, or the
like – the SEC and the CFTC will look beyond form, examine the substance of the
activity and prosecute violations of the federal securities and commodities laws.
The Divisions of Enforcement for the SEC and CFTC will continue to address
violations and to bring actions to stop and prevent fraud in the offer and sale of
digital instruments. 65
Three days later, SEC Chairman Clayton presented opening remarks at the Securities Regulation
Institute that were directed toward “securities lawyers, accountants, underwriters, and dealers.” 66
He stated that he had “instructed the SEC staff to be on high alert for approaches to ICOs that may
be contrary to the spirit of our securities laws and the professional obligations of the U.S. securities
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bar,” such as not counseling clients involved in ICOs that “the product they are promoting likely
is a security.” 67 He also warned that the SEC “is looking closely at the disclosures of public
companies that shift their business models to capitalize on the perceived promise of distributed
ledger technology and whether the disclosures comply with the securities laws, particularly in the
case of an offering.” 68
Two days later, SEC Chairman Clayton and CFTC Chairman Christopher Giancarlo published a
joint op-ed in the Wall Street Journal titled “Regulators Are Looking at Cryptocurrency.” The oped stated that “federal authority to police cryptocurrencies is clear” in some areas, such as with
respect to the “Bank Secrecy Act and its implementing regulations [that] establish federal antimoney-laundering obligations that apply to most people engaged in the business of accepting and
transmitting, selling or storing cryptocurrencies.” 69 The op-ed also acknowledged some possible
limits on the jurisdiction of the SEC over virtual currencies, but noted that “some products that are
labeled as cryptocurrencies have characteristics that make them securities” and the SEC “is
devoting a significant portion of its resources to the ICO market.” The op-ed warned “market
participants, including lawyers, trading venues and financial services firms” that “we are disturbed
by many examples of form being elevated over substance, with form-based arguments depriving
investors of mandatory protections.” 70
The testimony of Chairman Clayton before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs on February 6, 2018 summarized of the documents described above and emphasized
Chairman Clayton’s concern regarding public companies that change their business models or
names to reflect a focus on distributed ledger technology without adequate disclosures to investors
about business model changes and risks involved. It also emphasized that “the SEC and CFTC are
collaborating on our approaches to policing these markets for fraud and abuse. We will also
continue to work closely with our federal and state counterparts, including the Department of the
Treasury, Department of Justice and state attorneys general and securities regulators.” 71
On March 7, 2018, the SEC issued a public statement regarding “Unlawful Online Platforms for
Trading Digital Assets” that warned investors “that many online trading platforms appear to
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investors as SEC-registered and regulated marketplaces when they are not” by, for example,
“refer[ring] to themselves as ‘exchanges.’” 72 The SEC statement recommended that “market
participants operating online trading platforms” should “consult with legal counsel to aid in their
analysis of federal securities law issues and to contact SEC staff, as needed, for assistance in
analyzing the application of the federal securities laws,” such as when a platform “must register as
a national securities exchange or operate under an exemption from registration, such as the
exemption for [alternative trading systems] under SEC Regulation ATS.” 73
On June 14, 2018, William Hinman, the Director of the SEC’s Division of Corporation Finance,
gave remarks before the Yahoo Finance All Markets Summit in which he addressed the SEC’s
evolving perspective on the application of the Howey test to digital assets like convertible virtual
currencies. Hinman stated that neither Bitcoin nor Ether appeared to be securities at present given
the decentralized structure of both virtual currencies, and that “applying the disclosure regime of
the federal securities laws to the offer and resale” of Bitcoin and Ether “would seem to add little
value” today. 74 Hinman also suggested that “the fundraising that accompanied the creation of
Ether” did appear to have the characteristics of a securities offering, raising the possibility that
some convertible virtual currencies could evolve organically from securities to non-securities
under the Howey test if they become sufficiently decentralized. 75

Commodity Futures Trading Commission
The CFTC first took a stance on virtual currencies in December 2014, when then-Chairman
Timothy Massad testified before the U.S. Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition &
Forestry that virtual currencies like Bitcoin may be commodities. Chairman Massad noted that
“the [Commodity Exchange Act] defines the term ‘commodity’ very broadly” and thus
“[d]erivative contracts based on a virtual currency represent one area within our [the CFTC’s]
responsibility.” 76 In September 2015, the CFTC published its first enforcement action based on
the conclusion that virtual currencies were commodities, 77 as explained in more detail in Section
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III. But it was not until the second half of 2017that the CFTC began publishing a large number of
regulatory documents related to virtual currencies. Most recently, in March 2018, a federal judge
ruled in favor of the CFTC’s interpretation that “virtual currencies can be regulated by CFTC as
a commodity.” 78 This ruling is explained in more detail below.
On October 17, 2017, the CFTC published “A CFTC Primer on Virtual Currencies” (the
“Primer”). The Primer stated that “Bitcoin and other virtual currencies are properly defined as
commodities,” and the CFTC’s jurisdiction “is implicated when a virtual currency is used in a
derivatives contract, or if there is fraud or manipulation involving a virtual currency traded in
interstate commerce.” 79
On December 15, 2017, the CFTC issued a proposed interpretation 80 on virtual currency in retail
transactions that would interpret the “actual delivery” exception to CEA section 2(c)(2)(D) to
require “physical settlement.” One example of “actual delivery” in this context is “a record on
the relevant public distributed ledger network or blockchain” indicating that the entire quantity
of purchased virtual currency is transferred to the purchaser’s blockchain wallet (or “other
relevant storage system”) that is consistent with the purchaser having full control of and title to
the virtual currency and the offeror having no control of, title to, or interests in the virtual
currency within 28 days of entering into a transaction. 81 If full control and title are not
transferred within 28 days, the CFTC may consider the transaction a futures transaction subject
to the full panoply of CFTC regulation and enforcement authority.
On January 4, 2018, the CFTC published a backgrounder on “Oversight of and Approach to Virtual
Currency Futures Markets” that stated the CFTC’s intent to “assert[] legal authority over virtual
currency derivatives in support of the CFTC’s anti-fraud and manipulation efforts, including in
underlying spot markets” and pursue “robust enforcement” including both “general regulatory and
enforcement jurisdiction over virtual currency derivatives markets” and policing “fraud and
manipulation in cash or spot markets.” 82
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On January 19, 2018, the CFTC and SEC enforcement directors issued a brief joint statement on
both agencies’ intent to look beyond “form” to the “substance” of virtual currency activities for
enforcement purposes. 83
On January 24, 2018, CFTC Chairman Giancarlo published a joint op-ed with SEC Chairman
Clayton on virtual currency regulation. The op-ed noted that with the emergence of bitcoin futures
products on CFTC-regulated exchanges, “the CFTC gained oversight over the U.S. bitcoin futures
market and access to data that can facilitate the detection and pursuit of bad actors in underlying
spot markets.” 84
On February 6, 2018, CFTC Chairman Giancarlo testified before the Senate Banking Committee
on virtual currency. In his written testimony, he stated that the “CFTC has sufficient authority
under the CEA to protect investors in virtual currency derivatives” but “the CFTC does NOT have
regulatory jurisdiction over markets or platforms conducting cash or ‘spot’ transactions in virtual
currencies or over participants on those platforms” except for “enforcement jurisdiction to
investigate and, as appropriate, conduct civil enforcement action against fraud and
manipulation.” 85
The CFTC also issued customer advisories in late 2017 and early 2018 that warned virtual currency
customers and investors about “the risks of virtual currency trading” 86 and complaints the CFTC
had received regarding “pump-and-dump schemes” 87 in virtual currency. In the latter advisory, the
CFTC advised virtual currency customers and investors that “the CFTC maintains general anti-
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on March 9, 2018.
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fraud and manipulation enforcement authority over virtual currency cash markets as a commodity
in interstate commerce.” 88
On March 6, 2018, a federal district court ruled in favor of the CFTC’s jurisdiction over virtual
currencies as commodities. According to the memorandum and order, “virtual currencies can be
regulated by the CFTC as a commodity” because “virtual currencies are ‘goods’ exchanged in a
market for uniform quality and value.” 89The order concludes that “the CFTC has standing pursuant
to Title 7 U.S.C. § 13a-1(a) to seek injunctive and other relief related to misleading advice, and
the fraudulent scheme and misappropriation of virtual currencies” and “the CFTC[‘s] […]
expansion into spot trade commodity fraud is justified by statutory and regulatory guidelines.” 90
The order also notes that “the jurisdictional authority of CFTC to regulate virtual currencies as
commodities does not preclude other agencies from exercising their regulatory power when virtual
currencies function differently than derivative commodities,” 91 consistent with the CFTC and
SEC’s published perspectives on their non-exclusive authority over virtual currency under facts
and circumstances tests.
The March 6, 2018 ruling bolsters the CFTC’s position that virtual currencies are commodities
under the Commodity Exchange Act. However, as the only ruling affirming the CFTC’s position,
it is unlikely to permanently settle the jurisdictional questions about virtual currency until and
unless other courts rule similarly. An open question going forward is whether other courts will
agree with the March 6, 2018 ruling’s conclusion that “the jurisdictional authority of CFTC to
regulate virtual currencies as commodities does not preclude other agencies from exercising their
regulatory power when virtual currencies function differently than derivative commodities,” 92
which may be relevant in cases where both the CFTC and SEC pursue enforcement actions against
the same targets, or where private litigants dispute whether virtual currencies are commodities,
securities, both, or neither.
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Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
Federal BSA/AML regulator FinCEN has issued interpretive guidance and administrative rulings
asserting its jurisdiction over virtual currency money services businesses (“MSBs”). Currently, as
it stated in guidance issued March 18, 2013, FinCEN considers “administrators” (i.e., issuers or
redeemers) of virtual currency and “exchangers” of virtual currency for real currency or other
virtual currencies to be MSB “money transmitters” subject to the full range of FinCEN BSA/AML
requirements, such as suspicious activity reporting. 93 The guidance further stated that “the
definition of a money transmitter does not differentiate between real currencies and convertible
virtual currencies.” 94 FinCEN clarified that it considered “an administrator or exchanger that (1)
accepts and transmits a convertible virtual currency or (2) buys or sells convertible virtual currency”
to be a money transmitter subject to FinCEN regulations, but that FinCEN did not consider “a user
who obtains convertible virtual currency and uses it to purchase real or virtual goods or services”
to be a money transmitter or other MSB absent administration and/or exchange behavior in the
virtual currency. 95
In 2015, FinCEN issued an administrative ruling declaring a company to be a money transmitter
(as well as a dealer in precious metals, precious stones, or jewels) for engaging in a business
including accepting bitcoins in exchange of issuing physical or digital negotiable certificates of
ownership of precious metals. This business involved holding precious metals in custody for
buyers by opening a digital wallet for a customer and issuing a digital proof-of-custody certificate
that can be linked to a customer’s wallet on the Bitcoin blockchain ledger. The digital proof-ofcustody certificates were designed such that the customer could trade or exchange their precious
metals holdings at the company by any means through which the customer could trade or exchange
bitcoins. 96

Internal Revenue Service
The IRS in March 2014 issued a notice and news release providing that “virtual currency is treated
as property for U.S. federal tax purposes.” 97 The notice noted among other details that “mining”
93
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virtual currency could count as a form of self-employment, and that “taxpayers may be subject to
penalties” for “underpayments attributable to virtual currency transactions” under section 6662 or
“failure to timely or correctly report virtual currency transactions” under section 6721 and 6722. 98

Office of Foreign Assets Control
On January 19, 2018, the Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) of the U.S. Department of
the Treasury, a federal regulator overseeing sanctions, issued guidance regarding Venezuela’s
December 2017 announcement of intent to create a digital or virtual currency. According to the
guidance, a virtual currency issued by Venezuela connected to the right to receive commodities at
a later date would appear to be an extension of credit to the Venezuelan government, and thus
prohibited under Executive Order 13808. 99 This suggests that for sanctions purposes in general,
cryptocurrencies issued by foreign governments may be considered extensions of credit to those
governments by OFAC.
On March 19, 2018, President Donald Trump issued Executive Order 13827, “Taking Additional
Steps to Address the Situation in Venezuela,” expressly prohibiting “All transactions related to,
provision of financing for, and other dealings in, by a United States person or within the United
States, any digital currency, digital coin, or digital token, that was issued by, for, or on behalf of
the Government of Venezuela on or after January 9, 2018.” 100 While this is one case study, it is
reasonable to expect OFAC may apply similar reasoning if other countries subject to sanctions
attempt to obtain financing through ICOs or other virtual currency transactions with U.S. persons.

State Regulatory Frameworks
Some state financial regulators have considered creating regulatory frameworks for virtual
currency. New York’s NYDFS moved early, publishing a notice of inquiry on new regulatory
guidelines specific to virtual currencies in August 2013. 101 NYDFS followed the notice with a July
17, 2014 proposed regulatory framework for virtual currency firms called “BitLicense” that
required virtual currency firms to comply with a wide range of requirements, including anti-money
laundering rules such as “Know your Customer” (i.e., verifying the identity of accountholders).102
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The final BitLicense Regulatory Framework rules were published in the New York State Register
at 23 NYCRR Part 200 in June 2015 103
The final BitLicense rules required that BitLicense licensees report transactions worth more than
$10,000 in virtual currencies in aggregate in one day that are not subject to federal currency
transaction reports to the NYDFS within 24 hours, monitor transactions for suspicious activity and
file suspicious activity reports, and collect and maintain information on the identity and physical
address of accountholders of the licensee. 104 On September 22, 2015, the NYDFS reported that it
had approved its first BitLicense application for Circle Internet Financial in a press release that
described BitLicense as the “First Comprehensive Regulatory Framework for Firms Dealing in
Virtual Currency.” 105 As of March 7, 2018, 4 firms were listed on the NYDFS website as stateregulated virtual currency institutions. 106
Other states’ regulatory approaches have garnered les attention than New York’s. Some states have
chosen to interpret virtual currency as “money” for the purposes of state money transmitter laws
and regulations or have otherwise required virtual currency issuers and/or exchanges to register,
107
while others have chosen not to, or have yet to take action.

5.

Increasing United States Enforcement Actions

General Enforcement Trends
U.S. regulators have pursued enforcement actions related to virtual currencies since at least the
first half of 2013, but there has been a substantial increase in enforcement activity from the second
half of 2017 onwards: 50 of the 71 total virtual currency enforcement actions through June 30,
2018 were brought since July 1, 2017, and 41 were brought in the first half of 2018 alone. Although
total enforcement actions have increased substantially, the largest increase has been in the form of
enforcement actions seeking no monetary penalties or criminal charges, such as cease-and-desist

103
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orders and temporary trading suspensions. A breakdown of virtual currency enforcement actions
by penalty-type sought through June 30, 2018 is shown below in Chart 3.
Chart 3
Number of Virtual Currency Enforcement Actions by Penalty-Type Sought
H1 2013 through H1 2018, Semi-annually
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Notes and Sources: Data from NERA research into enforcement actions on enforcement agency websites. H1 2018 data through
June 30, 2018.

State regulators collectively brought 29 enforcement actions, but no individual state agency
brought more than 10 (Texas). The SEC brought the most virtual currency enforcement actions,
with 19 as of June 30, 2018; the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) brought 10; the CFTC brought 8;
each; FinCEN and the FTC each brought 2; and the IRS brought 1 virtual currency enforcement
action. Chart 4 below displays a breakdown of enforcement actions by regulatory agency.

Chart 4
Number of Virtual Currency Enforcement Actions by Agency
H1 2013 through H1 2018, Semi-annually
Number of Enforcement Actions per Half Year
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Notes and Sources: Data from NERA research into enforcement actions on enforcement agency websites. H1 2018 data through
June 30, 2018.

NERA’s analysis of the financial penalties imposed in resolved enforcement actions that have
sought such penalties shows no strong trend over time. Among the thirteen enforcement actions
with published penalty amounts, only three have imposed penalties larger than $1 million, but
those were for amounts in the tens or hundreds of millions of dollars, with one large enforcement
action each from the DOJ, FinCEN, and the SEC. The large penalties were imposed on the alleged
perpetrator of a bitcoin-denominated Ponzi Scheme, Trendon T. Shavers, and his online entity,
Bitcoin Savings and Trust; the alleged operator of the “Silk Road” online criminal marketplace,
Ross Ulbricht, also known as “Dread Pirate Roberts;” and an unlicensed exchanger of convertible
virtual currencies, BTC-e, and its administrator, Alexander Vinnik, who allegedly violated
BSA/AML requirements. Financial penalties broken down by enforcement agency and date are
displayed in Chart 5 below.

Chart 5
Financial Penalties Imposed by Agency
Total Financial Penalty Imposed, Logarithmic Scale
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Notes and Sources: Data from NERA research into enforcement actions on enforcement agency websites. H1 2018 data through
June 30, 2018. Financial penalties include civil money penalties, disgorgement, and all other enforcement agency-reported
financial payments ordered to be made by targets of enforcement actions.

In the following sections, trends in enforcement activities are analyzed by general category of
alleged unlawful behavior: violation of registration requirements; fraud-related allegations; trading
violations; and BSA/AML violations.

Alleged Violations of Registration Requirements
Enforcement authorities have pursued at least 26 enforcement actions that have alleged that targets
violated registration requirements. Enforcement actions alleging violations of registration
requirements tend to fall into a few categories depending on the enforcement agency involved:

•

FinCEN and the DOJ: Registration requirement enforcement actions by FinCEN 108 and
the DOJ 109 have typically alleged that firms or individuals acting as exchangers of
convertible virtual currencies have operated unlicensed MSBs;

•

SEC and State Securities Regulators: Those by the SEC and state securities regulators
have typically alleged either (1) that firms or individuals associated with ICOs or digital
token sales have offered unregistered securities, 110 or (2) that firms or individuals operating
online platforms to trade convertible virtual currencies have operated an unregistered
exchange or broker-dealer; 111

•

CFTC: Those by the CFTC have alleged (1) that firms or individuals offering financed
retail transactions in convertible virtual currencies have failed to register as designated
contract markets or swap execution facilities, 112 or (2) that firms or individuals that have
accepted funds and orders in convertible virtual currencies have failed to register as futures
commission merchants, 113 or (3) that firms or individuals accepting convertible virtual
currencies in exchange for commodity interests have failed to register as commodity pool
operators or associated persons of commodity pool operators. 114

Fraud-related Allegations
Enforcement authorities have pursued at least 33 enforcement actions that have alleged that targets
engaged in or conspired to engage in fraud-related activities ranging from providing insufficient
or inaccurate information to prospective investors, to operating a Ponzi-scheme. Fraud-related

108
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allegations have been broadly similar across enforcement agencies, and thus are analyzed by the
sub-type of activity alleged rather than the enforcement agency involved:
•

Insufficient or Inaccurate Information Provided to Investors: Enforcement agencies
such as the SEC and state securities regulators have issued cease and desist orders to, 115 or
temporarily suspended, 116 firms or individuals on at least 12 occasions in matters alleging
insufficient or inaccurate information provided to investors. The cease and desist orders
have been targeted at a range of entities and individuals connected to virtual currencies,
whereas the temporary suspensions have generally targeted publicly traded companies with
recent announcements of projects involving issuing, mining, exchanging, or administering
convertible virtual currencies or blockchains. These enforcement actions have generally
involved no assessment of monetary penalties.

•

Commercial and Financial Fraud Schemes: Enforcement agencies have sought
injunctions and equitable relief in at least 14 matters alleging behavior amounting to
operating fraud schemes, with allegations ranging from failing to deliver advertised and
paid-for Bitcoin mining computers 117 to operating a Ponzi scheme. 118 Enforcement
agencies have sought criminal charges, financial penalties, and/or injunctions in cases
alleging such fraud schemes.

Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering Allegations
Enforcement authorities have pursued at least six enforcement actions related to virtual currencies
that have alleged violations of BSA/AML statutes or regulations. These enforcement actions either
alleged that individuals or entities were operating unlicensed or BSA/AML non-compliant money
transmitters/MSBs or that they were aiding or engaged in money laundering:
•

Operating Unlicensed or BSA/AML Non-Compliant MSBs: FinCEN has pursued two
enforcement actions against alleged unlicensed money transmitters/MSBs, the DOJ has
pursued two such enforcement actions, and the State of Florida has pursued one. Penalties
imposed included prison terms in two cases, financial penalties of $122 million and $950
thousand, and, notably, in one case a dismissal of all charges in Florida state court in

115
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2016—the only such total loss in a virtual currency enforcement action—in a ruling that
cited the alleged vagueness of the relevant Florida statutes on MSBs. 119
•

Money Laundering: The DOJ brought two money laundering enforcement actions
alleging money laundering activity in connection with the “Silk Road” online criminal
marketplace. The better-publicized of the two, against the alleged owner and operator of
“Silk Road,” Ross Ulbricht, alleged that he engaged in money laundering connected with
the sale of drugs and criminal services on “Silk Road.” Ulbricht was sentenced to life in
prison and ordered to forfeit nearly $184 million. 120 The less-publicized enforcement
action targeted two men who allegedly ran a Bitcoin exchange on “Silk Road” to facilitate
drug purchases, and resulted in criminal convictions, prison sentences, and nearly $1
million in financial penalties. 121

Trading Allegations
Enforcement authorities have pursued at least three enforcement actions relating to virtual
currencies that have alleged trading violations:
•

In 2015, the CFTC issued an order against TeraExchange LLC, a provisionally registered
Swap Execution Facility, for purportedly allowing wash trades and prearranged trades on
its platform. According to the CFTC, TeraExchange allowed two market participants to
trade two “completely offsetting” contracts consisting of non-deliverable forward contracts
based on the relative value of Bitcoin and the U.S. dollar, and issued a press release
advertising Bitcoin swap trading without disclosing that the sales were pre-arranged wash
sales. The settlement involved no financial penalty. 122

•

In 2016, the SEC settled an enforcement action against Bitcoin Investment Trust, a
Delaware trust invested in bitcoins, and SecondMarket, a broker-dealer, alleging violations
of Rules 101 and 102 of Regulation M. The SEC alleged that Secondmarket, the sole
authorized participant in Bitcoin Investment Trust, purchased shares in Bitcoin Investment
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Trust from shareholders and earned redemption feeds during a continuous distribution, and
hence, during the applicable restricted period. The SEC settled with the respondents for
$53,756 in disgorgement and prejudgment interest and agreement to a cease and desist
order. 123
•

6.

In 2018, the CFTC filed a complaint against Blake Kantor, Nathan Mullins, and entities
associated with the two, alleging the operation of an unregistered futures commission
merchant, the offering of illegal off-exchange retail swaps (binary options), the use of
manipulative and deceptive devices in connection with swaps (including the manipulation
or fabrication of purported trades in customer accounts to the disadvantage of customers),
and the exchange of customer balances for virtual currencies that could not be monetized
for the U.S. dollar value reported to customers in an effort to cover up the previous fraud. 124

Developing Private Litigation Trends

Noteworthy private litigation related to virtual currencies is a very recent trend, with 36 out of 38
noteworthy private actions identified by NERA brought since July 2017. Chart 6 below shows the
temporal distribution of noteworthy private litigation related to virtual currencies.
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Private litigation has featured recurring categories of allegations:
•

Allegations of fraud or misappropriation (17 out of 38 cases);

•

Allegations of negligence or breach/rescission of contract (14 out of 38 cases); and

•

Allegations of violations of securities laws or regulations (22 out of 38 cases).

As is explained below, many virtual currency-related lawsuits have featured more than one
category of allegations. 29 of the 38 identified lawsuits have been putative class actions.

Allegations of Fraud or Misappropriation
Allegations of fraud or misappropriation have been common in private virtual currency litigation.
Such allegations range from claims of misleading promotional or marketing campaigns to
allegations of outright theft of customer or investor assets.
The first noteworthy virtual currency litigation was a putative class action alleging fraud and
misappropriation of customer assets filed in 2014 against the Bitcoin exchange Mt. Gox, its owner,
Mark Karpeles, its bank, Mizuho Bank, and others following the collapse of Mt. Gox in February
2018. Plaintiffs alleged that Mt. Gox’s owner either stole customers’ bitcoins and fiat currency or
negligently failed to safeguard customer assets, and alleged that Mizuho Bank continued to allow
customers to deposit funds into Mt. Gox after suspending withdrawals while concealing from
customers that it had ceased providing withdrawal services. 125
Numerous lawsuits since then have alleging fraud or misappropriation. In early 2018, three distinct
putative class actions alleging fraud were brought against Bitconnect, a Bitcoin lending platform
with its own convertible virtual currency, and individuals and/or entities accused of being affiliates
or promoters of Bitconnect. Bitconnect allegedly guaranteed a high rate of return on bitcoins
invested in order to attract victims to a Ponzi scheme, achieving a market capitalization above $2
billion in December 2017. 126 On January 13, 2018, after several state authorities had issued cease
and desist orders against Bitconnect, Bitconnect’s platform allegedly ceased operating for several
days. When the website came back online, the lending platform was allegedly shut down, and
investors were allegedly repaid their Bitcoin loans at an exchange rate that was no longer closer to
the market exchange rate, as the price of Bitconnect’s “coin” fell by more than 90% between
January 13 and January 16, 2018. 127
As with most virtual currency litigation alleging fraud or misappropriation, the ongoing Bitconnect
litigation is likely to involve disputes over expert opinions, such as determining whether
Bitconnect was covered by state and federal securities laws and estimating reasonable damages.
With respect to damages, the ongoing Bitconnect litigation may have to determine whether
damages, if any, should be calculated based on Bitconnect investors’ losses as denominated in U.S.
dollars or in Bitcoin, given that Bitconnect was a Bitcoin lending platform. Chart 7 below shows
the relative change in the price of Bitconnect in U.S. dollars and in Bitcoin immediately following
the price crash.
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Allegations of Negligence or Breach/Rescission of Contract
Allegations of negligence or breach/rescission of contract have also featured prominently in virtual
currency litigation. Allegations of negligence and breach/rescission of contract have often targeted
virtual currency service providers. For example, a putative class action filed on March 1, 2018
against virtual currency exchange Coinbase and two of its executives alleged that Coinbase’s
handling of the “hard fork” in the Bitcoin blockchain that produced the new virtual currency
Bitcoin Cash had been negligent. The lawsuit alleged that Coinbase negligently allowed employees
to engage in insider trading and failed to use reasonable due care in ensuring that Coinbase could
handle the large number of Bitcoin Cash transactions that occurred upon the virtual currency’s
launch on Coinbase, and claimed that the price of Bitcoin Cash was “artificially manipulated” as

a result, resulting in delayed or incomplete fills of customer orders at higher prices. 128 Important
outstanding questions related to the Coinbase litigation include whether Bitcoin Cash price
movements can be attributed to Coinbase, whether putative class action members with distinct
orders were similarly situated, and how customers’ alleged losses should be quantified. Similar
questions are outstanding in many virtual currency lawsuits alleging negligence or
breach/rescission of contract, which also often contain allegations of artificial prices.

Allegations of Violations of Securities Laws and Regulations
The most common category of allegations in virtual currency litigation has been violations of
securities laws. Most virtual currency litigation followed the SEC’s publication of the DAO
Report, which suggested the applicability of traditional securities laws to ICOs. 16 of out 25 total
lawsuits, and 16 out of 21 total putative class actions, have featured allegations referencing
federal or state securities laws or regulations. Some such lawsuits have alleged that unregistered
ICOs constituted unregistered securities offerings and/or sales and that the proceeds from such
sales should be used to repay ICO investors, whether or not fraud or deception were involved.
For example, the 2018 putative class action Davy v. Paragon Coin, Inc. et al. argued that
proceeds from the $70 million ParagonCoin ICO should be repaid to investors based on the
unregistered nature of the ICO and without reference to any alleged deception because “proof of
deceptive activity or calculated deprivation of investors’ rights and protections under the federal
securities laws is not required or determinative as to Plaintiff’s claim.” 129
Other virtual currency lawsuits have made allegations of violations of Section 10(b) of the
Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 related to transactions in stocks and bonds of firms purportedly
engaged in virtual currency or blockchain activities. For example, a putative class action against
Xunlei Limited, an online storage and cryptocurrency “mining machine” firm, alleged “material
misstatements and omissions” in press releases and filings with the SEC related to the firm’s
blockchain projects and issuance of a virtual currency, followed by negative press and substantial
declines in the firm’s stock price. The putative class action complaint made loss causation
arguments reminiscent of event studies commonly conducted by expert witnesses in stock-drop
cases. 130

7.

Conclusions

While the global regulatory framework for virtual currency continues to develop, its general
outlines have taken shape in many jurisdictions, including the United States. In the United States:
•

The CFTC has defined convertible virtual currencies as commodities;
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•

the SEC has indicated that most convertible virtual currencies are securities and most
ICOs are securities offerings;

•

FinCEN has applied MSB BSA/AML requirements to convertible virtual currency
exchanges and administrators;

•

the IRS has decided to treat convertible virtual currencies as property for tax purposes;

•

OFAC has suggested that convertible virtual currencies offered by sanctioned regimes
may be considered extensions of credit to such regimes; and

•

state regulators have varied in their treatment of virtual currencies, ranging from a virtual
currency-specific licensing framework in New York to broad exemptions from state
regulations in other states.

The U.S. regulatory framework contrasts with developments in other major markets around the
globe:
•

Virtual currencies are not considered either securities or commodities in the United
Kingdom, Japan, South Korea, or China.

•

The United Kingdom does consider virtual currency derivatives to be financial
instruments under MiFID II, and generally allows virtual currency derivatives.

•

Japan classifies virtual currencies as means of payment, and because it does not consider
virtual currencies to be financial products, it prohibits virtual currency futures.

•

South Korea has yet to fully classify virtual currencies, but prohibits futures transactions
while allowing virtual currency spot markets.

•

One area of general consensus across most markets is in preventing money laundering:
The United Kingdom, Japan, and South Korea have moved in the same direction as the
United States and pushed to integrate virtual currency platforms with the financial sector.
They have all also applied Know Your Customer and anti-money laundering compliance
requirements to either the financial institutions serving virtual currency platforms or the
virtual currency platforms themselves.

•

China, by contrast, has largely banned domestic financial institutions from providing
financial services to virtual currency platforms, effectively pushing domestic virtual
currency investors to foreign platforms, but tolerates substantial cryptocurrency mining.

Enforcement actions by U.S. regulatory authorities have also established discernable trends. For
example, out of 71 total virtual currency enforcement actions identified by NERA, far more than
half were brought since July 2017, though a majority of enforcement actions since that time have
sought no criminal charges and imposed no financial penalties. In terms of categories of alleged

violations, 49 enforcement actions have alleged registration violations, 33 have alleged fraudrelated violations, 6 have alleged BSA/AML violations, and 3 have alleged trading violations.
Finally, private litigation related to virtual currency has been a very recent phenomenon—36 out
of 38 total private lawsuits identified by NERA have been brought since July 2017. Moreover,
the lawsuits have featured several recurring allegations: 22 of those lawsuits alleged securities
violations, 17 alleged fraud or misappropriation, and 4 alleged negligence or breach/rescission of
contract. Although some of the lawsuits have featured virtual currency-specific allegations such
as misappropriation of digital assets, many have included traditional securities litigation issues,
such as Rule 10b-5 stock-drop allegations and artificial price allegations applied to firms with
virtual currency or blockchain projects.

